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Cooper, Goldsward Head WBGm.
Underwood Is Big Four Prexy; .
Index Deiicil
Reduced by $398: Jackman and Love Win Other Posts
$829 Still UUG
Students voting Tuesday and Wednesday at thc Senate polls

Operatic Group Joins
Chorus In Spring Song

j;
or miss live I
uic airecuon
Roine Richmond, the Girls' Chorus
I
o
nm picacui. uicir annuaxi spring
ton- chose from many candidatesthree executive officers, Ralph Under-wckx- I,
rprt Th rnnrort
will
nn
.
VVUw.
Ruthanne CoopefTand Jane Goldsward; and two com" w OUUg 111 UIC
chapel on Thursday evening, April and thc student body have thus far mittee members, Florence Jackman and Paul Love.
I
.
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t
i .i
i
28,
andI Mr. Gore, will
the deficit incurred on last
as administrative
accompany the reduced
Kutnanne ixwper,
a
group.
president of the Women's Self Governyear's Index from $1,226.78 to an unment Association, will guide policy
Featured on the program will be the official figure of $829.06.
formation and project planning of the
Sextet from Lucia, a Quartet from
to
According
the
office
treasurer's
22 organization. President of Holden
Faust, and a duet from Lakme, sung
.
1
TT.1I
by members of the operatic group. the amount stands at $933.28 as still
,
iid.ii, sue nas Ioecn a mcmocr 01 me
.
Aspiring freshman dramatists wul
. .
.
on
The opera group includes John Comp-to- being due the college, which last fall
their
display
talents
first
for
time
the
ine, and
debate
Rnthann- Ellis Clouse, Bob Hoffman, Bob made
payment to the printing comat Wooster on Friday and Saturday is a member of the Pyramid social
Lawther, Mary Ellen Frazier, Carol
.
.t
. . L XT
.
.
.
'
Tk
Musson, Wilma Schwandt and Barbara pany. From this may be subtracted nignts, April
& and Z3,
when The luu' outy uainuin oowea out in ine
$104.22 raised by the Senior class in
hnals.
Kinsey.
World We Live In, a three-ac- t
satiric
their
movie
Goldsward Judicial Head
23
presented
March
and
Soloists with the chorus are Jane
fantasy, is presented under the direchead of the WSGA, Jane
Judicial
Tilford, Dorothy Swan and Evelyn 24 at Schine's theater.
tion of Marjorie Yaple in Scott audi- Goldsward will enforce rules and with
Haddad. Tickets may be purchased
The other reductions have been torium. The production, scheduled to her board, will administer penalties.
from any member of the chorus or at
made by a settling of accounts in the begin at 8:15 p.m., climaxes the year's Jane, an Imp, is a junior resident at
Frank Wells' drugstore for $.60.
amount of $293.50; the sale of books work of the freshmen apprentices and Hoover Cottage and was a member of
the administrative board hist year.
by the editor, business manager and is Miss Yaple's senior honors project.
Kitty Leihgeber was the other finalist.
the admissions office, with proceeds of
Big Four President-elect- ,
Ralph
Paul Bushnell plays the leading role
$193.50; and a grant of $100 made by
Underwood,
Second Section, is this
of a vagrant philosopher who draws a
semester's president of Westminster
the MSGA.
parallel between insect and human
Fellowship, a
Mrs. Zarina Soule Kukde, traveling
student,
Present plans for continuing to re- life.
and has previously served on the Big
secretary of the Student Volunteer
Four Council Underwood heads the
Movement for Christian Missions, will duce the, debt include an
Written by Chechoslovakians Joseph
organization which coordinates campus
speak in chapel Wednesday morning. boxing show and " faculty "volley-bal- l
and Carl Capek and originally named
religious activities. Bill Johnston was
Enroute to the State YM-YCon- game on May 3, to which admission
The Life of the Insects, it .satirizes the losing candidate.
ference, Mrs. Kukde will be in Woos- will be charged.
drawing-roosociety, war, politics,
Flo Jackman on Wooster-in-Indter Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
The
program
will
include
boxing,
and
ambition in today's world.
Nominated from the floor in Chapel
and will meet with Clericus WednesTuesday, Flo Jackman won election to
day, 4 p.m. and with those others who a faculty volley-bal- l
game, and many
Tickets for both night's productions the Wooster-in-Indiobtain appointments at the Pastor's other events. Harry Stapler and Bill
committee. Mr.
are still available in the Speech Office, Harold B.
Smith,
Office.
of
the
department of
Shoaf, former Index chiefs, are man- or may be purchased at the door. The
religion, is the student-choseMrs. Kukde's home is in Jubbulport,
faculty
aging the benefit show.
price is $.60 and all seats are reserved.
representative. The committee will be
Central Provinces, India. Her father
completed with appointments by the
was a Methodist minister and she was
faculty and YMCA.
educated at Isabella Thoburn College,
Paul Love and Charlotte Fraser are
Lucknow, and at Lady Irwin College,
.... ... in..jV
"
iiiiiiin.iiiiLni
mifmini
members-at-largNew Delhi. She has been studying in
of the Week of
Prayer committee. Other members will
the United States for two and one half
be elected by the MSGA and the
years and received her M.S. degree in
WSGA.
Bill Voelkel is
1948 from Michigan State
College.
chairman, having been appointed by
the Big Four Council last fall.
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Stage Fantasy April

Snell Chosen for Villain's Role
Announcing the cast for the Victorian farce, Charley's Aunt,
Mr. Craig of the Speech department has chosen Bruce Strait for
the leading role of Lord Fancourt Babberly. Accompanying the
veteran Little Theater star will be Ed Snell as Stephen Spettigue;
Joe Bishop as Sir Francis Chesney; Bill Voelkel as Charles Wyke-ham- ;
Dick Kaufer as Brassert; and Bruce Kaufman as the Farmer.
On th (WniniriA ctAa rf
are Ruth Homrighausen in the role
of Donna Lucia D'Alvadoez; Jean
Fagan - as -- Amy - Spettigue; - Charlotte
Frazier in the part of Kitty Verdun;
uamara isner and Nova Brown in
ThK Rl.
r.riv
tn
the double casting of Ela Delahey. ciose on Anrii n,h i.
i,.
I .
. .
T
fl.iH will Via t.iav.lCu U T
nmsn ?g20 short o its prescribed
u7 ivuiu
wwu6u, x,a.M nuuMn, uouie weiss, g0ai of $3,675. Collections totaling
d..u oduy Ann Morgan, eacn or whom $237.31 were turned in
last week,
will play the role for one performance
boosting the cash total to $2,755.45.
Strait Is "Charley's Aunt"
Walt Grosjean,

Big Four Shows Deiicil,

Drive Ends April 30

hr

cw,,

s-

drive chairman,
hastened to point out, however, that
the present bank balance stands at
$l,612.09-- an
amount not large enough
to fulfill our commitments to Wanda
and Dave Blackshear. He emphasized
the urgent need for contributions from
those who have been contacted, but
who have not contributed, for the
success of the drive depends on these
individuals.

Lord Fancourt Babberly, actually
the impersonator of Charley's Aunt,
Bruce Strait will be winding up a long
and varied career in the Little
Theater. Starting as a sophomore with
the production of The Music Master
Bruce has subsequently played roles in
Junior Miss, Mrs. Moonlight, Blithe-SpiriRomeo and Juliet, The Late
George Apley, The Barrets of
Street, Dear Ruth, Life with
Father and High Tor. Bruce also directed this year's production of the
Gum Shoe Hop, The Band Stayed On.
As the villain Spettigue, Ed Snell
will be completing a long list of character and humorous roles. Mr. Craig
is having Ed play the traditional
to the fullest farcical extent and
is
it urged that the audience will not
restrain its desires to hiss the evil
personage. It has long been a Wooster
tradition to cheer instead of booing,
but for this production all such
admonitions are being waved.
Bud .Ulf, appearing as Jack in this
production, began his Little Theater
work with Gammer Gurton's Needle,
followed by roles in I Remember
Mamma, Dear Ruth, Life with Father
and High Tor.
As
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May Queen Announces Court
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Week-of-Pray-

Red Cross Neis $385
In Annual Fund Drive

unfortunate coincidence
Cross Fund Drive with
Kfnvnn

...

Betsy Jones has announced the cast
in her Color Day pageant, The Lost
the story of an Old Timer
who sets out for "Californy" with his
mule, Jezebel, in search of gold and
folklore and fiction.
Pantomine roles will be taken by
Bill Garber as the Old Timer; Nancy
Barnes and Marion Van Gordon will
join forces as Jezebel the mule; Pat
Hummel, Lillian Russell; Doc Lowrie,
Rip Van Winkle; 'Tuppy' Buitrago,
Little Liza Jane; Jim Bidle, Uncle
Remus; Meredith Hunter, Scarlet
O'Hara; M. J. Bennett, Afrj. O'Leary;
Jane Donecker and Alice Romig will
join talents as Colleen the cow; Dan
Billings, Tom Sawyer; Kay Burt, Becky
Thatcher; Roy Smith. Buffalo Bill;
Dick Cohoon, Chief Sitting Bull; Mina
Hayes, Red Wing; and Betty Evans.
Calamity Jane.
Speaking parts will be taken by
Gene Markley, Ellis Clouse, Ron Mc- Dougle,
Winifred Buchanan and
Nancy Bachtell. Carol Hansen is
doing the make-uwork and the
choreography for the negro dance.
Forty-Nine-

ur

'

All
rtii
tonirmutions are to be sent
directly to the National Headquarters
where they will be allocated into regu
lar Red Cross channels.

cheering and the opinions of competent judges. Each group has
.chosen a selection of three songs to present in
competition for
the trophy this spring.
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HIT. Plan in Fall

students have been recommended for admission to Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in September
by the Wooster M.I.T. faculty committee, according to Mr. Arthur F. South- wick, registrar for the college. Ed
MacAllister, Bob Schaffer, and Don
Wilson will be graduates or near
graduates ot Woosier by the time of
their entrance while Sara Bachtell,
Ray King, and John Richardson will
enter under the three-twplan; three
years at Wooster and two at M.I.T.
Bachtell and King have indicated a
preference to study electrical engineer
ing, MacAllister and Richardson, civil

Musical Trust. Section Four has selected only two of its possible three:
Wayne County Bachelor and When
Day Is Done; they will be led by
Bruce Strait. The only section to do
its own "g will be Five, led by Dave
Barr :Phi .DeJtJ&o
Wantmg You
ana ua ty".

o
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These students, having majored in
mathematics here and engineering
incii iwu years at M.i.i. win receive
a Bachelor of Arts degree from Woos
ter and Bachelor of Science from
M.I.T. at their graduation, thus, com
bining a liberal arts and engineering
education.

Inaugurations for
Leaders
Under Way As Sections Elect
49-'5- 0

I

Bob Zimmerman will lead Sixthias
they sing Go Down, Moses, Comin'
Through the Rye, and Vagabond Song.
Seventh Section has chosen only a
tentative group of songs, to be directed
by Don Frey: Wait Till the Sun
Shines, Nellie, Cruising Down the
'
r, and CM of My Dreams.

I
I

Thoueh leader Larrv Weiss is now
ill in Hygeia, Section Eight will sing
Uld Ark's
If You Were the
Only Girl in the World, and It's a
Grand Night for Singing. Finally
Ninth will present, under the direc
tion of Glenn Garratt. Old Man River.
.
Gaudeamu v Jrritur H11U HVJC
Pr- A-Mover-

in',

nn
ViUJTt

sections completed their elections this

Combs, secretary; Bob Hammer, treasurer; Tom Oakley, sergeant at arms.

past week. The remainder of the sections will complete selection of officers
SEVENTH: Bob Bodycombe, presiwithin the next week.
dent; Frank Wood, vice president;
Roger Jnson,secretary-treasurer- ;
JTJie presqnjL.roslr of officers is
as follows:
EIGHTH: Joel Davis, president;
Clarence Ammons, social chairman,
SECOND: Jack Nygaard, president; Larry Weiss, treasurer;
Jack Lyons,
Bob Schug,
Bob Glatte, secretary.,,, . ..
secretary; Paul Howland, treasurer;
'
NINTH: Stan McComas, president;
and Flo Miraldi, sergeant-at-armArt .Villwock, vice president; George
THIRD: Sam Curry, president; John Rutherford, recording secretary
Steiner,
and Bob Law- George Ridenour, correspnoding secrether, treasurer.
,
tary; Lloyd Vandersall, treasurer.
vice-presiden-

t;

s.

vice-presiden-

t;

FOURTH:
Thornton Vandersall,
president; Dick Moat,
and
social chairman; Dick Miller, treasurer;
Don Fisher, recording secretary; Bill
Sherod, corresponding secretary; Max
Selbf, chaplain; Bob Hawk, sergeant
"
at arms.
vice-pre-

SIXTH:

Russ Conrad,

s.

M.S.G.A. officers will be chosen
from the presidents of these sections
and from the
presidents of first and fifth sections with
the exceptions of Russ Conrad of
Sixth and Joel Davis of Eighth who
will be ineligible to hold office in
M.S.G.A. because of their sophomore
president; standing.
yet-to-be-elect-

ed

r,

p

p

Mc-Dad- e,

Six

ernnnpprinor and Srhaffpr tnA

Courteiy Wooittr Daily Record

Ann Rcid, who ascends her throne as May Queen on Color Day, May
14, has made known the members of her court for the regal occasion.
The position of Maid of Honor wiU be taken by Jane Goldsward, who
was runner-uin the May Queen election.

Seven of the nine sections on campus have elected new officers
within the last few weeks to guide them through their coming
Walk Alone.
spring functions and the fall and winter of next school year.
Section Three, led by Scotty
Beginning their elections following
will repeat You'll Never Walk
spring
vacation, Second and Third Elmer Crowe, vice president; Skip
Alone, adding Wagon Wheels and The

Six Hath Majors Qualify

er

Betsy Jones Announces
Cast of Queen's Pageant

of the Red
and

Big-Fo-

her first major role, Ruth Homrig- before an expected overflow' crowd in Memorial
Chapel Friday
hausen is just beginning her career in night, May 6. One of the
most popular events of its kind held on
dramatics. Her only previous part here
campus, the serenade last year was won by Third Section
which
on campus was that of one of the
succession of maids in the Day house- received the coveted serenade trophy on the ..basis of audience

John Compton is leading First
through Goofus, the Ranger Song and
the old favorite, Stars of the Summer
Night, while Min Mochizuki and
of her portrayal of Peg in this year's
Second will present Never Throw a
Gum Shoe Hop.
Lighted Lamp at Mother, Down in the
Old Cherry Orchard, and You'll Never

ial

pre-minister-

"Aunt" Begins Career

Romantic Lead
Amy, the romantic lead of Charley's
Aunt, is no new type of role to Jeanne
Fagan. It is the same sort of part she
handled In First Lady. Romance, however, was not quite the endowment

1

'

Section Songsters Flex tonsils
With Eyes on Coveted Trophy

hold.

wrA

1

Kukde From India
Speaks In Chapel

Sections are now preparing enthusiastically for
the rapidly
With Donna Lucia D'Alvadorez as approaching M.S.G.A. Serenade Contest which will be staged
Real

1

--

Bill Watkins, president of this year's
Big Four, declared that under the
present circumstances, the Big Four
In the course of the 1949 fund drive,
may go into a debt which would have
the Red Cross went $114.65 under its
to be borne by future contributions in
five hundred dollar goal. With a sum
future drives.
total of $385.35, Chairman Bill Hewett
It was also announced that all

bad-ma- n

1

,

Strait Leads 'Charley's Aunt' Cast,

n,

1
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World Ileus

May Queen Court
Promises Beauty,
Grace and Charm

North Atlantic Pact became the
subject of an impromptu debate in
tne U. N. General Assembly when
U.S.S.R. delegate Gromyko denounced
In announcing her court for Color
the Pact bitterly. U. S. delegate Austin
Day, Ann Reid, this year's May Queen, and English delegate
McNeil de
has designated Jane Goldsward as her fended the recently-signeagreement.
tJV. Recognition of Israel was deMaid of Honor. Seven juniors and one
sophomore complete the, eight at- layed last week with an areument
about Jerusalem.
tendants who will cross the stadium
A Western German Constitutional
field to the stately March of the convention
bit further snan in - it
Priests. PaL Hawk Pat Nigh, Barbara attempt to "satisfy both Germany
and
Hough, Barbara Minnich, Dotty Daw, the Allies. The big issue is over de
Nancy Jo Putman and Nancy Jane centralization vs. strong central gov--.
I
mucui,. me lormer is advocated bv
..
ei
Slep
are the pulchritudmous juniors
elernVThTthl'
the
and Joan Jeckel is lo represent me Convention have
refused to agree.
sophomores,
England's Labor Party prepared a
program of further socialization on
Escortsi for
DC I
auenaanu will be
iui the
..v
uic attendants
W
t0 make its stand
nex
Dave Clyde, Jerry Talkington, Chuck
I Parliampnrarv
.......
..
.
7
wimams, Archie Hall, Bob Shafer,
Congress is debatin? five
Price Daw, Bill Bartlett, Dave TillotouUme
U. S, role in
son. Ann is planning to match the
luarsnau plan appropru- couples according to height to make I
I
the panorama as sightly and attractive UOn. tn Atlantic i
to implement the Pact, further Truas possible.
man Doctrine fund far r.r- Woo" Baird and Peggy Herr have Turkev. and th
....f
been chosen as heralds to lead the budget All the
measures face strong
procession. Last year's Queen Mignon opposition from economy-mindepoU- Addis completes the lineup and she ticians with an eye to
the 52 election
will, according to tradition, crown and from
the
isola- Ann May Queen for 1949.
tionst group.
d
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Implement 'Point 4' Program
Based on a policy of "containment of communism tne
foreign policy of the United States has expressed itself specifically

WMiMM
ll
Sentiment
Shaffer's l i: et
Discovers Weird Back Page News
XX

my

Ihursday, April zi,

THE, WOO ST B R VOICE
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Anti-Crim-

I

After The Wind

.by Jack Bobbitt
by Lowell Shaffer
Marshall
the
Doctrine,
in this direction through the Truman
"Well, what is it?" this character demands as he opens the
In glancing over the paper this evening, much to my expected
Plan and the North Atlantic Pact A fourth program is now being
door and lounges in. "We just finished song practice. I thought
launched to further this end in the underdeveloped and backward amazement I discovered that seventy-tw- o
percent of the news items
I'd drop by and say 'hello.' "
regions of the world
were concerned. with crime.Itjvas a crime for the other twenty-"Hello!" I say.
J
eirfu percent to be on the front page. In considering the dire con
"Ummm," he goes on, the depressing realization striking him
is
what
that
conclusion
the
fact,
reached
I
this
of
the
making
sequences
for
new
program
in which he called f or abold
with fulf force. "I see you're writing your column. What's it
of our scientific advances and industrial progress avaiU COming of our human race and whatever that is, is not becoming,
about?"
able for the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas." Dee in the rignt auricie 0f my heart I feel that there must be
De:
"Smoking," I say.
.
Stall
Steps are being taken to implement this Pplicy
the present day which is more worthy of
Jhe
in
happening
of the United
"Ah," he says distastefully. And he closes the door softly and
isn.tf then the front page might
If
parent and the Economic and Social Council
disappears.
Soon defined to exclude Iron Curtain nations, the program well be omitted from the paper.
To wit:
will include technical and financial assistance to Latin America,
The daijy thrusting of crime before
"A WOMAN IS ONLY A WOMAN, BUT A GOOD CIGAR
the Middle East, Africa, Burma, India, China, Indonesia, Oceania
q the
blic leads t0 8U5.
Clippings
Snippings;
-- Kipling
.
and parts of New Zealand and Austria. In the face of economic
IS A SMOKE."
m;nn,
tnn many
mnv mindsand dlstrustt n 100
By
distressmany of these countries have witnessed native communist F
All of which means that, since, the good
ranks
uprisings for agrarian reform. Fearing that these revolts may lead It is also causing unrest in the
Colflesh
Eugenia
Rudyard evidently felt some justification
to direct alliance of these areas with the Kremlin, the Point Four 0f the officers of the law. A cop who
for making such a statement, the qualifor
battle
a
once
was
program is designed to obviate the necessity of these revolts by hasn.t made the front page after three
ow
sexes-nties which go to make a good cigar have,
its
supremaq between the
giving the technical and financial assistance which will allow these
an inferior.
force devd
on
01
during the interim, deteriorated.
neck and neck." This observation
'
countries to improve agriculture, partially industrialize, and con- rookie
frustrated
But perhaps he was jesting; for no one
7 comPlex- - 0ne
the times was made in the Case Tech
'
I
sequently raise their standards of living.
will deny that he also composed The Light
resorted t0 arrestin "I uncle and leads to a subject of vital interest
Much of the work .toward this end will be performed by finay
man's
That Failed.
young
a
when
spring
in the
existent agencies of the United Nations. Technical assistance to for harboring criminals. Up unul the fancy lightly turns. .
This, however, shows only the conservaLatin America, the Middle East, and the Far East will be con- - time of his arrest, my uncle was the
side of the picture. Let's not omit
tive
Fancy turning of one sort or an
ducted by the World Health Organization, the Food and Agricul- - warden of a leading reformitory.
pipes. Or cigarettes. Or even the places
other is revealed by this little poem- tural Organization, the International Labor Organization and the
what about news that doesnt deal ette printed in the Cauldron:
in which to smoke them.
Educations, Social and Cultural Organization. Technical teams
must
there
that
crime?
Feeling
with
at
the
methods
gaze
these
nations
eyes
"Brown
of these areas will be increased to teach
Not to disparage cigars; since to our modern college man, the
of improving agricultural methods, educational facilities, public be some, I searched through the rest
stogies are all but indispensable. Were there no cigars, what would
Soft hands clasped in
health, technical training and the use of natural resources. Budget of thc paRer and found many innocent
happen to engagements; and babies? And, so as not to make a
increases are planned for these agencies for the express purpose
ht better have
which
Red lips close to
grievous point, marriages?
of expanding jhe technical assistance by expert teamsj
on the front Pa8e
been
of
industrial
development
entire
finance
the
Unwilling to
seems, nevertheless, to be happily
The average
Footsteps
backward areas alone, the United States insists that much of the
theater in New York re- entertaining the delusion that all college men now smoke pipes.
Damnation!"
investrnent capital be raised by the recipient country to help cen
Us
kes without
lowered
'
students of the days now gone considered
Bank may
itself. The World Bank and American Export-Impor- t
Turn tirihiu nf lover's conversations And although many
rules- They Put the
..
q
... - tViJc
fntia1 nnr- stiirlpnt nf tnrlav is Vw
rllctinrt
loan part of the needed capital. The State Department is drawing violating umon
- nn
p""-uvv- .
were also touna wimin me pages 01
balcony
a
screen
hole
and
charged
in
these
areas,
of
flow
to
but
capital
the
private
stimulate
up plans to
our exchanges. Capital Chimes reports means so stoic. The accoutrement is just too much. A pipe, a
many obstacles remain for both American investors and nations prices for the main" floor,
a classic reply. When bashful John p0ucn, a box of man-sizematches: too much. It is, in fact, by
receiving financial aid. Guarantees must be made that American
.
ne
dreams
it
his
asked
of
the
girl
Utah
2
A 8arbaSe comPany in
these that a pipe smoker may' be distinguished. Watch for that
investments will not be seized without compensation, and that '
,
could kiss her hands she replied,
,.
;
:
. ,
i
for
a
home
rest
constructed
profits will be convertible to American dollars. Conversely, re- - recently
'What', the matter? Is mv face dirtv?" man Wn0 aPPearS 10 UC dittpoi img puuicgisu.aw aim
cipient nations seek assurance that American capital will not inter- - retired collectors. Their slogan, "We Then
.... tenderlvJ in the same pocket. That's him . . . him and his stinkin', black,
vm. the oirl who
J W J nf
t 111.11 tViA ilnrv
"dollar im- - furnish the chair-bri- ng
fere in domestic affairs, or engage in the
your own asked, "When did you first know you dudeen
penansm.
loved me?" is contributed by the
But a cigarette! A cigarette is longer for the inhale, shorter
In its entirety, the Point Four program possesses vast poten
Ashland Collegian. The HE in this
Oj
of millions of
the exhale. And a cigarette is by far the easiest to field-stri(3)
Proctor and Gamble recently
tialities for improving the economic
situation responded, "When I began at
the ear.
backward people who now struggle futilely against misery and presnted the president of the First
said you carry behind
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mine-Vexa- tion.

mine-Expecta-
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tion.
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well-bein-
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to get mad when people
National Bank with a plaque which were brainless and unattractive."

u,,

"Does your mouth taste like the bottom hold of a troop ship?
Top these off by the Dean who Try our brand and die happy?"
of these ends, long considered an impossible task. Ironically, conUJ yuu nave iiiuiuuaus unutiiivaui juui ivuguv.. i uivi im
stated, "This kissing going on under
tinuance of the Point Four program to aid backward areas will given us grief."
on the way to your throat."
smoke
was
That
to
stop."
depend chiefly upon the extent and duration of the Russian
(4)
Psychologists
recently have my nose has got
Give our brand a chance. Kememberl Eleven out ot ten
and Cardinal
threat to dominate the world.
found a man with an inferiority com reported by the Tan
I don't smoke.
medical men say, 'No, thanks
ILOVJIIOIUIV.

(.U111111U1113111 13 UlUHtCt-l- J
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read, "To one bankhead who hasn't

plex deluxe. They say he got it while
But the exchanges prove they can
working a yoyo when he was riding be serious, too! Just to prove it and
an elevator.
the fact that this wet, drippy spring
and love can go together we reprint
Doctors in a Maryland hos
'Rain at Nieht" from the Akron
1(5)
pital have found a man with an in
Buchtelite.
has grown mustache. When interviewed
the he said, "It saves me brushing my 'We walk into the April dusk
It is raining steadily, serenely, un
teeth."

Student Senate Procedure

subject to intensive and extensive discussion. In general, it
been felt that most students do not participate sufficiently in
tunctions ot student government.
Last month a measure was passed which was composed by
the Student Senate, sponsored by Student. Senate, and concerned
the allocation of large student funds to the Senate. However, at
no point was this allocation of student activities fees opened to
the entire student body for open discussion and ratification. Yet
i
r
n(kA
m taVtln1
nl
n I r
Uu f OTI
mailffn uiiaaucu
iuuciii aim iua
"Ui iiiuiviuu
m.ik uwuuu ui
ociiaic
"ivm rcc wt unuuuuicuiy a
wise move and received the unofficial support of most Wooster
students. But the procedure of handling this legislation is open
to question. If students are to participate in student government
and feel that they are a direct part of it, is it not reasonable to
take the larger issues of this type directly to the students for their
ratification?
The question of representation is the larger issue which is
raised by the Senate handling of the Activities Fee proposal. The
Senate is a small body, considered by many to excel in leadership,
but not necessarily representative of campus opinion. When
students elect Senators, how much power do they implicitly dele- gate to tnis boayr Does it include the power to legislate major
iiiaugi.3 ui una oun wiLiiuui ujjcu uim.umuu anu raiiiicauon oy
the student body?
Because of its size, Wooster presents unusual opportunities
for complete democracy and actual representation in open meetings of the entire student body. If we seek greater democracy in
student affairs, would it not be consistent to give the student
body the opportunity to express itself on larger issues which involve questions of finances and changes of policy? We ask the
Student Senate of next year to bear these questions in mind as
they assume control of Wooster's student government.
V
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ceasingly.

Arnold Jones has a tractor for Rain balls spatter in fat puddles.
Street lamps are encased in misty
sale. Call 8756 or write Box 555.
shawls.
(7)
A lady in Indiana recently Water trickles from your collar-Ti- ny
gave birth to twins while in a 900
rivers rush along the gutter.
Taxi. She said
asked the telephone Automobiles splash bv their head
operator for 500. Thank heavens
lights blurred
the wrong number."
In falling rain.
(6)

A West Virginian postmaster
was recently acquitted on charges of
(8)

destroying government property when
it was discovered that he had merely
xnt the dead letters to the county
coroner. However it was discovered
that the coroner had opened most of
the letters and he was strung up for
ilAt the lynching the people sang
string is just around the coroner,
-

(9)
Divorce was denied Orin Ar
buckle who claimed that his wife in
sisted upon growing a mustache.
was found that his wife was the bash
ful type and he had been kissing the
back of her head.

A lonesome

foghorn calls sadly in the

distance.
Somewhere a dog barks.
My hand is in yours
The rain feels good. I lift my face-Dr- ops
touch my eyelashes with cool
fingers.
I look at you in the falling rain
On the way home I hum a fragrant
Of a love song because I am happy,

...

Anyone got any

pipe-cleaners-

?

Sonnet on Spring
The ashes drop abruptly from my pipe
And smudge repeatedly my work of art;
My graceful hands reach out and slowly wipe
These horrid messes which besmear the start
Of my great work: a sonnet. Do you know
This damn thing which supposedly imparts
The Muses' Secrets, all the spirit-gloAnd utterable thoughts from noble hearts
w

Of centuries past; those faultless, golden lines
Which burst like rockets from the writer's pen
Which to our seething minds are anodynes
To calm the troubled world of loveless men?
Well, rockets
What

is

. . .

Burst! Show me the shining way?

it here? Let's have the word to sayl
--J. B.

T
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v

id

It may rain all night,

'

Beating on my roof and against my
window

And I shall not care.
There is glory in the rai- nThere is a peace in its calm, steady
sheets.

i

Member

...
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Mr. David Castle

President, Student Senate

'The College of Wooster
Wooster,
My

.

Ohio

dear Mr. Castle:

'

Thank you for. your very sympathetic note of April 10 and for the check
enclosed which I have turned over to the Relief Committee. I am sure the
students who are benefiting from this relief fund appreciate the thoughtful- ness and help which. has come from neighboring institutions. So far. we have
practically all of the boys who lost their belongings
been able to
re-outf-

rws

X

it

v,

'.

.::

it

and also replace the books and some of the other equipment which they lost.
To our neighbor colleges and friends locally we are most grateful for this
help in this time of trouble.
Will you please try to convey through perhaps your college newspaper
the gratitude of the whole college here for the very generous gift which
you have sent to us. Our relations with the College of Wooster in the past
have been very close and this is but one further evidence of your neighborliness.
Gratefully yours,
Frank E. Bailey
Dean, Kenyon College

Reprinted irpit) May

1949 Issue

of ESQUIRE

Copyright 1949 by Esquire,

"Okay. Cut 9er hard?9
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MUTTERING
by Jack Drift
Northern Ohio spring weather,
which consists mostly of rain interspersed by a few days of almost warm
sunny weather, has been raising havoc
with the .varsity sport program here
at the ol' C of Woo. Last Saturday's
game with Kent State was postponed
and so far a new date has not been
set for the contest. Tuesday's home
opener game against the Fenn nine
was postponed until May 16
because of wet weather. However the
Wooster
lihkmen have not been
daunted by the inclement forces and
have played three matches in the last
four days. Athletic Director
. M.
Hole's only comment on this whole
problem of weather was, "We'll just
have to get a new weatherman this
VHII

V

JlVUUVb WIVLlgU OUflDUlllW

against the freshmen and sophomores
Friday afternoon at 3:30 as the
varsity and frosh track squads divide
into two teams, tensed to start the
Wooster track season of 1949.

880-yar-

Cinder Surprises
With all the talk about this year
Scots not having a chance
to make much of a showing this year
I started looking back in some of the
old Voice issues to see what our
cinder lads have done in the past. At
the beginning of the '39 season Coach
Carl B. Munson was quoted as saying
that this was "Wooster's poorest track
team of the past few seasons."
thin-cla-

d

The initial meet of the season was
with the "Big Red" of Denison and
when the dust settled Wooster was the
victor by a score of 78
The
Scots went on from there to post an
unbeaten record. So it just "shows to
go ya" that anything can happen
and usually does hrrp at thf "W
institution.
--

52.

15--

V

A

(

There will not be any admission
but contributions will be gladly
accepted at the door. Proceeds from
this contest will go into the Boondog
gles' club fund to help defray track
demonstration film expenses.
fee

Evenly Matched Clubs
'What the underclassmen have in
number the upperclassmen claim in
experience. Only 16 men appear on
the elders' rooster while the lower
berth men claim 30 rough and ready

130-fo-

ot

40-fo-

Tom Howelli and Karl Harsh, Kent State pitcher, will be seen in action
here Saturday.

by Brent Loban

With the weather batting 1.000, the Scots saw their second
consecutive game rained out. To prevent serious ettects on the
mound corps, Coach Johnny Swigart's batterymen have been
working out in the cage.

Rules Checked
Special meetings have been held to
discuss

signals,

base-runnin-

g

tech-

niques, etc. Little details frequently
overlooked by the fans were discussed:
f
who acts as
man on throws
from the outfielders: who calls fly
balls in the infield and outfield. Copies
of the official rules were distributed,
read, and questions answered.
cut-of-

The infield and catching are rather
well set. Myndret Busack is a fixture
behind the plate. Clyde Metz has third
base sewed up, and Tom Witner will
again cover the keystone sack. Short
stop is well handled by Skip Combs.
Big Joe Lane is still fighting off the
efforts of Bill Morris to displace him
at the initial sack. In case of substitu
tion, Price Daw will likely be called
on because of his ability to play several
infield positions well.

ot

Outfield Posts
is shaping up with
Dick Snoddy playing one of the positions when he is not pitching; Web
Cristy has shown up well at the plate
in practice and is expected to start this
SaturdayCompetition for. the third
post is wide open with at least four
candidates seeking a spot in the open
ing lineup.
r
letterman,
Jim Kennedy, a
wants to retain his centerficld job;
and Jack Reitz, who lettered two years
ago is back with little indication of
the arm trouble which has plagued
him since. Rusty Roush is a sure
fielder, and seeks to land the sun field
position. Fid Crowe has played short
field in practice, but aspires to use his
speed in the garden.

The outfield

two-yea-

Co-capta-

Co-capta-

Hal

in

Schoonover,

will do the catching; and southpaw
Tom Howells will probably start on
the slab.
Candidates for Freshman baseball
will be called out Monday, April 25;
according to Coach Art Murray. Play
ers are expected to provide their own
uniforms, due. to.jthe limited number
of uniforms and size of the varsity
squad this year.

'

Ask for
trade-mar-
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Scots Drop Two;
Trounce Kenvon

Seconds

With the opening of the acots
grueling link season last Friday after
noon, Wooster dropped a heartbreak
ing decision to a powerful Kent State
squad, 142 to liy2. Ten of our points
were racked up by John Guzzo, the
team captain, Earl Shaw and Roger
Pratt.
Scores of both teams were generally
high as a result of a wet course.
Loreto George, of Kent fired a 77 for
low (medal) honors, while Guzzo and
Wilson paced the Scots by thrashing
out a pair of 80's.
Lose To Denison
On Monday the Big Red of Denison
in their tra
edged Wooster 814 to
ditional meet on the Scot home course,
It was a hard fought match with the
issue in doubt throughout the long
afternoon of play. As in the previous
meet, the decisive .factor rested on
which team had the medalist. In
spite of two fat sixes, Patrick of Deni
son
the field with a
sizzling 72. Guzzo with four points
and Wilson with three, fired an 80
and 78 respectively.
Trounce Kenyon
The following day, leaving their
worries behind, the Scots unleashed
the best golf of the campaign in down
ing Kenyon, 10i2 to 5i2. Both teams
gave an excellent exhibition of shoot
ing, as attested by the average score
of 75.25 strokes per man.
Three and
points by Bob
Paige, three by Guzzo and Shaw and
one by Dave Dowd accounted for 'the
total score. Although Dave won only
one point he shared the runner-u(Continued on page 4)

5.

Trolley League
The Phi Delts gave the Stadium Vets
a scare, but lost out in the final of a
three game match
The Vets continued unconquered
Tuesday as they polished off Third's
15--
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VII
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VI

1

I

0

3
4
4
5
6

Won

Lost

6
5
3

0

;3

3
3
4
5
5

Kappa Phi, which now maintains
undisputed second place with an out
side chance for a tie for first tonight,
edged Eighth's Seconds
last week and Taylor Vets
Tuesday.
15-1- 1,

18-1-

15-1- 1,

6

11-1- 5,

15-1- 2

Trolley
Stadium Vets
Kappa Phi
Ninth
Phi Delt

Third

Taylor Vets
Ninth gained two more victories, one Eighth
815,
over Colonial and the Colonial
15-1-

0,

.667
.500

J33
J3S
.167
.000
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WOOSTER
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-

SAT.

"WHIPLASH"

about the

and

nil

"MY DEAR
SECRETARY"

in

base;
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5,

5,

9,

15-1-

Rained Out Twice, Scot Iline Hopes
lo Play Season Opener Saturday

Kent Saturday
With the Denison game cancelled,
and the Fenn game postponed until
May 16, the Scots hope to open against
Kent State this Saturday. The visitors,
under their new coach Matt Resick
will have two games under their belts
and their lineup seems well set.
Three standouts in their lineup are
Jim Coll, who hit .320 last
year, will bat cleanup and play first

A

V

13-1-

Captain Dick Snoddy, a veteran of;
The challenging team has eight
men with previous experience while three years of varsity play, is leading
clad in Wooster colors. The sophs the pitchers, and is being ably suphave three members who participated ported by Herb Benson, and Jesse
with Wooster thin clads last season Malinowski. Herb has been rounding
into form slowly, but expects to be
under the service man's clause.
ready when needed. Malinowski has
Going down through the events, it shown control and poise and warrants
seems that the upperclassmen will considerable attention in the coming
have to find a pole vaulter. On the season.

5

16-1- 4.

2,

15--
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17-1-

5,

15-1-
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2,

4,
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UNDER AUTHORITY

15-Tuesday, Fifth emerged victorious other
in Tuesday'
15-finale with Phi Delt. Eighth chalked
over Eighth's third place sextet
win via forfeit by Colonial
after Second had snipped up its first
and Taylor Vets steered clear of the
One week ago
Seventh
basement by beating Third's Seconds
15-Fifth whipped Seventh
1511,
while Second squeezed through to a
In the past two evenings of play.
win over Fourth
nine of the fifteen matches played in
game
Eighth managed to hold on to its both divisions have been three
affairs. This fact shows that the losing
position by rallying against Third last
teams do not lack the spirit. There
15-Third enters
week
have been many exciting and tense
its final tussle with a three and three
moments throughout the tourney, but
record, since it downed Sixth 15-there have been few spectators. The
on Tuesday.
round robin winds up tonight with
Fourth won the other Tuesday four matches on the card in each
r
match over
First
league.
1510,
The latter score stands,
because the match was called to keep STANDINGS;
the evening's games from running too Kenarden
Won Lost
Pet.
long. First became Sixth's first victim II
1X00
0
6
last week
1.000
0
V
6
15--

the eligibility list the sponsoring club
dual-meidea.

j
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v

lowerclassmen upperclassmen
to be the best way to
seems
split
divide the squad into two potential
powerhouses on the same par. The
kickoff meet was originally cited as
an interclass affair, but looking over

it

5

x

7-1- 5,

x

The

Shopping Can Be Fun
And Refreshing, Too

BOTTLED

s

15--

opposition Jerry Talkington, Porter
Kelley, and Jim Frost are tentative
vaulters. Only Hank Howard will
carry the banner of the classes of '49
and '50 in the high jump as Bud
Reed, Bob McCaughey,
and Jerry
Talkington are listed as possible com
petitors.
Bob McCaughey will be out to break
the school record in the discus as he
leads Harry Weckesser and Jim Frost
into battle for the unders. Bob has
mark in prac
been over the
tice. Jim Hale and Dave Castle will
try to break into the scoring in the
dish tossing event for the junior-senio- r
congregation.
Bob Coccia, who is stronger than
last year and who is coming close to
the standing Severance record, is
slated to cop the shot put for the up
perclassmen. His winning toss should
mark. Ed
be well over the
Hughes and Dave Castle will back up
(Continued on Pag 4)

There will be a 35 cent charge for
the ducats and all funds received wil
go into the Index deficit fund.

V
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clock.

not decided upon.

Match-make-

A

d

boys.

.

by John Bergen
At 7:15 o'clock tonight Second Section and Fifth Section will
tangle for the intramural volleyball championship in the Ken- arden League. The schedule worked out so that only the two un
beaten teams happen to be pitted against each other on this final
evening. In the Trolley League the Stadium Vets need a win over
theJTaylor Vets to be assured of the title.

W.

The Boondoggles club has an
nounced that the field events will start
at 3:30. The running events, starting
relay, will be initi
with the
4:00
p.m. on the timers'
ated at the

Some of the "boys" who will be out
on the floor battling it out for team
honors in the prof, tilt will be such
greats as "Preachin' John Bates, "Slip
horn" Bonthius, "Bugs" Bangham
"Spike" Kieffer, and one of the ali
"Frenchy" Olthouse,
time greats,
After sitting in an afternoon confer'
ence with Coaches Hole, Swigart,
Munson, and Slagel a final lineup was

le

A

Tfcrt

Inlrannral Vclleytall Szzzzi Ezh TcfcLfe
Fifth, Second, Oa 7c? in Kcaardca Lc:jz3

Kent State Hurlcrs

It will be the juniors and seniors

reversed to the

a.

,

Boondogglors To
Sponsor Moot

Promoters HarrV Stapler and Bill
Shoaf dropped around the office the
other day and announced that they
have an
show lined up for
I
a
me
evening orf may a in severance
called, The Male Bag.
Gynasium
r
"Chuck" Slagel has a
good boxing card lined up with some
outstanding boys from the freshman
class ana will also act as referee. There
will also be a Faculty volleyball game
played by some 20 members of the
faculty,
plus many other events
which all will enjoy.
all-ma-
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SUN.

-

MON.

"WAKE OF THE
RED WITCH"
TUES.

WED.

"CHICKEN EVERY

..

phi:
1 p

'C
mm

SUNDAY"

SOMEONE YOU KNOW
HAS A BIRTHDAY OR ANNIVERSARY
THIS WEEK
We Have the Appropriate Card and Gift

CORNER
THE GIFT
Public Square

llllpl!

Ml

FRANK WELLS DRUG STORE

J33
.167
.167
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'Keep Local Board Informed'
Is Selective Service Admonition

.

.

"Departure from the country does
not relieve registrants from their obligations," Director Goble said, "even
though Selective Service is inducting
no men at the present time."

MORE ON

.-

.

.

Experience Shows in Foot Races
If he becomes 18 years of age during
In the hurdling frays Pat Milligan
the tour, the Selective Service Law re- is the only man listed at present to
quires that he register at a convenient uphold the honor of his team. Morley

local board office within five days of Russell and Bud Reed pace the under
the date of his return to this country. class stick men.
dashes the
In the 100- - and
While he did not ascribe it to any
frosh-sopsend three
will
combination
widespread intent to violate the law,
Weckesser,
Harry
Tom
Flippen,
Director Goble declared that the halt from
Kerr,
Bob
Myer,
Bill Aber, and Loren
inductions
misunderhad caused
in
blocks. Floyd
to
starting
Shearer
the
standing in the minds of some regisEd Mac- and
Clyde
Chambers,
Dave
trants as to certain legal obligations.
Allister are upperclass dashmen.
"Men cannot be inducted without
event Dave Clyde,
In the
their consent after they reach 26 under who paced Scotdom's stars last season,
the Selective Service Act, but that will lead the pack for his team. Underdoes not mean they are relieved from classmen Aber, Basinger, Shearer, Dor- obligation to keep their local boards ricott, McKee, Kelley, Myer, and
informed as to where they may be Hiestand are possibilities for the event.
reached by mail."
The half mile boils down to Bill
Johnston, Stan Siders and Ed
against four men, Mac Bas
inger, Al Hjerpe, Lang and Bob
Schard from the underclassmen. Mac- Allister is pacing the nalt miles in
time trials at the 2:08 mark.
The list of two milers shows Dick
Delegates from both YMCA and Russell and Phil Kintner for the chalYWCA cabinets will attend the state lenging club; Gene Graham, John
wide spring conference of student Talbot and Dave James constitute the
Christian Associations at Tar Hollow tentative
line-uState Forest April 28, 29, and May 1
That is the tentative lineup of stars
220-yar-

d

h

440-yar- d

Mac-Allist-

er

o

Miss Pauline Ihrig, associate professor
Andy Deaver, a
of French at the College of Wooster,
campus
is the newly elected national secretary
biology major will present his paper
of Phi Sigma Iota, Romance Language
A Progress Report on Studies of Fifth,
Honor Society.
WAA board members have recently
A charter member of the local chap- Feet Variation in Cyclops Venustoides
been elected for next year.Marian
ter. Miss Ihrig was elected - to - the Coker, before the"
of
Stewart is to act as president with national office when the
society held
Ruth Rus- s- as her vic- e- president. its triennial convention in Allentown, Science meeting in Granville, Ohio, on
Friday, 'April 22.
Sally Rhine will be secretary; Nancy Pa., April 14 and 15.
Other members of the Wooster
Fisher, treasurer; Dotty Daw, social
Besides locating in local ponds a
who attended the meeting were
faculty
chairman; and Ellie Morris, publicity
Miss Edith Scottron, of the Latin de- species of microscopic animal, commanager.
partment and Mr. George Bradford, monly called water flea, that is not
The managers for the various teams of the English department. Miss Ihrig usually seen outside of South Carolina,
have also been elected by the active served as chairman of the policy com- Andy also discovered an entirely new
members of their respective sports. mittee, Miss Scottron and Mr. Brad- species of the same creature. He identiford on the committee to revise the
These are as follows: archery, Peggy
constitution, and Mr7 Bradford on the fied the animal by examining the
Radford; badminton, Ruth Rhinchart; resolutions committee.
spines on the fifth set of feet it posmodern dance, Barb Caler; volleyball,
sesses. These feet, now not used at all,
Janet Wise; swimming, Barb Funk;
are of value to scientists in identifying
basketball, Phil Train; outing, Peggy
the water flea. The new discovery

WAA Board Chosen;

22-year-o- ld

Marian Siewari at Helm

-

(Continued from page 3)
Coccia against the puts of McCaughey
and Dick Laurel.
Morley Russell, Reed and Jack Dor- ricott are in the field of sophomores
competing in the broad jump. Sy
Satow will represent the opposing force
in this event.

be able to travel with a free mind,
Director Goble said registrants leaving
the United States should report the
following information to their local
boards: date of departure, approximate itinerary, and expected date of

Offer Violin-PianApril 14
Weaver Claims Animal Recital
A
violin
and piano recital will
joint
a"

New Species Found;

Ohio-Acade-

Track Team

In order to comply with the law and

return.

.

.

.

Ihrig Elected to
National Ofice

Girls' Sports

All Selective Service registrants must keep their local boards
informed as to their whereabouts after they become 26 as well
as before, Director C W. Goble of the Ohio Selective Service has
announced. - -
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Evelyn Haddad Given
For Inighlly Scholarship

Johnson; tennis, Carol Hansen; golf,
Barb Hough; hockey, Kitty Brannan;
bowling, Pris Miller. Softball manager
Recipient of a scholarship award
has not yet been chosen.
from the Cleveland chapter of FortOn Monday night in the badminton nightly music honorary is Evelyn Hadevents: Clark took over Kister, J. dad, junior at the College of Wooster
Fisher defeated Sheffler in a close and soprano soloist with the Girls'
game, and Dorricott defaulted to Mc Chorus. The award was the result of
Clelland. In the doubles matches, Hor- - an audition in Cleveland last week.
Evelyn, a resident of Cleveland and
ton and Meeker were set back by
Holden
Hall, received $200 to be apStewart and Johnston, Slep and Myers
toward
plied
further studies in music.
were defeated by Sheffler and Rein-harand Evans and Dorricott deTom Bousman accompanied Evelyn
faulted to Elder and Park. A good at the audition, which was held in Che
deal of unexpected ability has been auditorium of Halle Brothers departdiscovered in this tournament.
ment store.

be given by Jane Tilford and David
LaBerge Sunday, April 24, at four p.m.
in the chapel.
Jane will play Rondo by
by- - Glinka-Auer- r
Mozart-KttisktrThe-La- rk'

and the Concerto in

G Minor by Bruch,
with Dave as her accompanist.
David LaBcrgc's contribution to the
program includes Sonata' in C Minorr
Opus 10 No. 1 by Beethoven, three
Intermezzi by Brahms, and the Scherzo
in C Sharp Minor, Opus 39, by Chopin.
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Golf Squad

(Continued from page 3)
position to the medalist by blasting a
73. Perry Trinkner of Kenyon was the
medalist with a 72. However the Scots
refused to be doomed by this current
jinx which has hounded the squad in
all three matches. It was interesting to
note that the rival of Earl Shaw was
possesses only one spine instead of the
the gigantic center of basketball fame,
usual two spines on the feet.
Eppa Rixey. Earl bested Rixey 3 to 1.
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SOAP AND WATER FROCKS
SALUTE TO CAMPUS WEAR
CORD, GINGHAMS and CHAMBRAYS

12.95

to 19.95

Beulah Bechlel Shop

Tar Hollow Scene
01 "Y" Conclave

soph-fros-

h

p.

TO THE GRADUATING

all-stWooster upper-lowe- r
Dr. Robert Bonthius, of Wooster's in the
class
annual
meet.
track
department of religion, is keynote
speaker for the weekend, the theme
12 Man Frosh. Squad
Only 12 freshmen have reported
of which is Christian Leadershi- par

Molding or Reflecting? Dr. Bonthius
will deliver three addresses: Bewitched, Bothered, and Bewildered;
Getting the Ungarbled Logos; and The
Divine Imperative.

for freshman cinder practice sessions,
Out of a talley sheet of 44 men with
high school track experience this seems
like a very small number. It is the
freshmen of today that turn into the
"whirlaways" of tomorrow.

You May Be Accepted for an Early
U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet Training Class

of the leadership train
The frosh squad is scheduled with
ing conference are David Birch, Mus
local high school teams and partici
kingum, and Sylvia Williams, College
pates in varsity time trials.
of Wooster junior and chairman of
the Northern Ohio YWCA.
Co-chairm-

en

joint committee of the Wooster
"Y" groups is responsible for the
new program of Bible Exploration,
introduced for the first time in the
state at this conference.
A

If you are a college graduate, married or single, between the ages of 20
and 2&2 and physically and morally qualified, you may be accepted
fo rassignment in the U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet classes starting in
late summer or early fall.

Wooster's Newest Photographic
Studio
CHITA MICHELSON

SALLY'S
Phone

123 E. Liberty

CLASS... JUNE '49

You get a
d
course, valued at 35,000 . . . this includes about
275 hours of flight training, and the finest aviation education and executive training in the world.
well-planne-

1894

IDEAL DAIRY
Quality Dairy Products
133

N. Bever St.

Phone 319

n
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I'Jin your wings and then

College men are today's leaders of the U. S. Air
Force. With new, and complex aircraft and equipment being developed, scientific research becomes
more and more important, increasing the need for

JANTZENS
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men.

college-traine- d

V
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have
influence!

As a college graduate you will have an imlimited
future in aviation fields of personnel management, operations, materiel, supply, research and
development.

Jantzen Swim Suits have
marvelous Jantzen girdle
control . . . Marvelous up-

It's a year of learning, flying and time for recreation
with a

lifting bras . . . Come in new
exclusive Lastex powered
fabrics brilliantly contoured
to influence your body for
the better.

hand-picke-

top-strin- g

d

team of Americans.

Upon assignment to an Aviation Cadet class you
will be sent to one of the U. S. Air Force bases
OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL FOR COLLEGE

'Arabesque Satin
Lastex Suit Pictured
ft''

-
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start a career with a future...

During this training period you'll find plenty of
hard, fast action to keep you fit and trim
the
best athletic facilities are available. Upon completion of training, you will win your silver wings
and receive a Reserve commission as second lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force. Outstanding graduates receive Regular commissions upon graduation

...

GRADUATES

If you can meet the high

standards required of candidates for
officer training, there's a real future for you in the U. S. Air
Force. Capable young executives are needed for positions of
g
responsibility in
assignments . . . management, communications, engineering, research and other fields. That is why
the Air Force is offering qualified, ambitious men and women
' with college training an opportunity to
prepare for leader-shiin the air age.

15.95

in Texas for the world's finest aviation training.
Here you will receive about 175 hours of flying
instruction in the Texan T--6 trainer plus an extensive course in aviation education and executive training. Navigation, fuels, weather, radio
and radar are some of the subjects you will take.

WIN YOUR WINGS

non-flyin-

Others

8.95 to

17.95
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FDE ED LAUDER'S

U.

S. ARMY and U. S. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE

U.S. AIR FORCE
Single or married men with two years of college (or who can
pats an equivalent examination) between ages of 20 and
with high physical and moral qualifications, act now!
Get full details at your nearest Air Force Base or Recruiting
Office or write: Chief of Staff, Headquarters United States Air
Force, Attention Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington 25, D.C

